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Introduction 
This technical memorandum (TM) has been prepared by CH2M for EPA in accordance with Task Order 
No. 68HE0518F0667 under Contract No. EP-R5-11-09. The TM summarizes the data gap assessment in 
fulfillment of Task 1, Project Planning and Management.  

The purpose of this TM is to document the data gap assessment. Specifically, the review of existing 
reports and available data determines additional activities necessary to support the engineering and 
construction design for the Gorge Plant Dam (the Dam) decommissioning. The decommission will consist 
of the remediation of contaminated sediments within the dam pool and removal of the static dam 
structure per the selected remedy presented in a 2015 feasibility study (Tetra Tech 2015).  

Project Objectives 
The overall project objective is to address the impairment of aquatic life and reestablish natural 
conditions along the middle and lower segment of the Cuyahoga River through sediment removal and 
decommissioning/removal of the Dam, which will contribute to removal of Beneficial Use Impairments 
in the Cuyahoga River Area of Concern.  

To assist in developing an understanding of the project objectives (and stakeholder goals), CH2M 
conducted a site visit and attended a face-to-face meeting on October 24, 2018, with project 
stakeholders, including the Great Lakes National Program Office, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 
(Ohio EPA), Summit Metro Parks, the cities of Akron and Cuyahoga Falls, and other project partners 
invited by EPA and the Ohio EPA.  

Following the site visit and discussion with stakeholders, CH2M submitted verbal and electronic requests 
to Ohio EPA Northeast District office, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of Water 
Resources, the City of Akron, and the Summit County Metro Parks to attain all documents and readily 
obtainable information on the Gorge Dam, and, as relevant, other dam removal projects on the 
Cuyahoga River. To assess information needed to prepare the design for this project, available 
information was reviewed to ascertain if sufficient data existed to support development of the 
engineering design. As result of the review, data gaps were identified and are documented in this TM. 
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To remove the sediment and dam structures, the selected remedy was presented in a 2015 feasibility 
study (Tetra Tech 2015). The feasibility study evaluated multiple dredging, dewatering, disposal, and 
decommissioning alternatives to complete the sediments and dam removal. For sediment removal, the 
selected remedy included hydraulic dredging with sediment dewatering by geotextile bags, onsite weep 
water treatment, and dredge material disposal at the Chuckery Area located in the Cascade Valley South 
Metro Park. For dam removal, the selected remedy included hydraulic concrete crushing for notching of 
the dam to assist pool lowering, temporary cofferdam diversion, a north to south dam demolition 
pattern, and dam debris disposal at an offsite commercial concrete crusher/recycler. CH2M used this 
selected remedy as a starting point in evaluating its data gaps. In addition, other considerations/value 
added elements were identified based on CH2M engineering and construction experience with similar 
projects. These elements are provided to offer alternatives to the feasibility study selected approaches 
that may offer cost savings and/or schedule reduction. Evaluation of alternatives was not part of the 
scope of this TM. 

Project Background and Document Review 
The dam is a 58-foot-tall and 425-foot-long slab and buttress dam constructed in 1912 on the Cuyahoga 
River to supply water for a downstream hydroelectric plant. In 1958, the hydroelectric plant was shut 
down, and the dam then supplied cooling water for a nearby coal-fired power plant. In response to 
continuous deterioration, the dam was essentially filled with concrete and converted to a gravity dam in 
the 1980s. In 1992, the coal-fired power plant was decommissioned, and the dam has not been used in 
power generation operations since.  

The dam was identified in the Ohio 2008 Integrated Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report as 
a significant contributor to nonattainment of the state’s water quality standards due to habitat 
alteration and hydraulic modification (Ohio EPA 2008). In efforts to restore the Cuyahoga River, the 
Ohio EPA and local stakeholders are collaborating to have the dam removed. Prior to dam removal, 
accumulated sediments will need to be properly managed. Initial studies to determine the volume and 
extent of impacted sediments estimate that a century after construction, approximately 832,000 cubic 
yards of sediment have accumulated, reaching 1.5 miles upstream of the Dam (Battelle, 2012). 

For purposes of this data gap assessment, the project area consists of the sediment and dam removal 
area and supporting operations area. The sediment and dam removal area encompass the Cuyahoga 
River Gorge as defined by the upstream extent of the dam pool at Cuyahoga River mile 46.5 to the 
downstream extent of the dam structure at Cuyahoga River mile 45.0. The supporting operations area 
(for example, for sediment dewatering and dredge material disposal) is anticipated to extend outside 
the Cuyahoga River Gorge area encompassing a portion of the southern upland area of the Cuyahoga 
River for dredge material transport and a portion of the Cascade Valley South Metro Park for dewatering 
and disposal. Figure 1 shows these two areas.  

This data gap assessment consisted of a comprehensive review of available background documents 
provided to CH2M by the Ohio EPA and local stakeholders. Table 1 shows a list of the documents that 
were evaluated to identify potential information necessary to complete the engineering and 
construction design for the selected remedy.  

Data Gap Assessment 
The approach to the data gap assessment, as presented in Table 2, is broken down into three work 
segments: Preliminary Engineering and Planning, Sediment Removal Design and Construction, and Dam 
Removal Design and Construction. Each of the work segments represent a strategic sequence in the 
development of the projects engineering design, for example, preliminary planning. These work 
segments were further subdivided into key design elements, that is, a defined data need, within the 
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work segment and evaluated for potential data gaps based on the data requirements to fulfill the 
associated design element. Based on the required data to fulfill the design element, obtained 
documents (Table 1) were reviewed, and data gaps were defined and rationalized as summarized in 
Table 2. The alternative considerations/value-added elements for the selected remedy are presented in 
the same breakdown structure as detailed above and summarized in Table 3. 

Summary of Findings 
This data gap assessment identified additional information necessary to support the engineering and 
construction design of the feasibility study selected remedy consisting of the removal of sediment within 
the dam pool and decommissioning/removal of the static dam structure. Data gaps were outlined for 
key design elements such as geotechnical, hydrogeologic, hydrologic and geologic setting, permitting, 
bench-scale testing, and post-removal and site restoration plan.  

Based on our experience, focused field evaluations and desktop studies are essential to define key 
design elements, supporting the engineering and construction design. As such, the information derived 
from the data gaps presented herein will provide for the development of the site-specific Quality 
Assurance Plan/Field Sampling Plan.  

Based on review of obtained documents, selected remedy alternatives have been presented. These 
alternatives present approaches that may offer cost savings and/or schedule reductions during the 
design and/or construction phases of the project. It is the recommendation of CH2M that a “Selected 
Remedy Alternatives Workshop” is scheduled with all stakeholders prior to further project planning. 
During this workshop, potential alternatives will be discussed, and viable options considered. 
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Figure 1 
Project Area
Cuyahoga River Gorge Dam GLLA Project
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
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Table 1. Background Documents Provided to CH2M for Data Gap Assessment 

Document Title Prepared By Year Notes  

Reports Specific to the Removal of the Gorge Dam 

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for 
Determination of The Nature and Extent of Potential 
Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments Within the 
Cuyahoga River Project Area 

Battelle 2012 Initial sampling and testing 
regime to characterize and 
delineate sediment 
contamination 

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam Tetra Tech 2015 Project background, 
identification of design 
elements, and evaluation of 
multiple dredging approaches  

Cuyahoga River Preliminary Hydraulic Evaluation for 
the Removal of the Gorge Dam 

Arcadis  2018 PowerPoint presentation  

Gorge Dam Removal Hydraulic Evaluation  Arcadis 2019 Detailed hydraulic model to 
determine existing 100-year 
flood elevations upstream of the 
Gorge Dam 

Construction/Operation Documentation and Design Supplements  

Original Dam Blueprints   Northern Ohio 
Power Company 

1911 Project archive documents 

Life Extension of the Ohio Edison Company Gorge 
Plant Dam 

GAI Consultants 1985a Summary report for gravity dam 
conversion 

As-Builts, Phase III Construction GAI Consultants 1985 As-built drawings for gravity 
dam conversion  

316(a) Demonstration, Gorge Generating Station Wapora Inc. 1977 Biological impact of former 
generating station cooling water 
on river; Contains historical 
hydraulic information 

Conversion of A Concrete Slab and Buttress Dam to a 
Gravity Dam 

GAI Consultants  1993 Prepared for the American 
Society of Civil Engineers 
Geotechnical Practice in Dam 
Rehabilitation 

Surveys     

Taking Lines Thru N.O.P&L Co. Property Akron Park District 1929 Project archive documents 

Map of Gorge Property—N.O.P&L Co. 

Parcels conveyed to Metro Parks 

Akron Park District 1930 Project archive documents 

Cuyahoga River Gorge—Period Plan  National Park Service 
and Akron Park 
District  

1939 Project archive documents 

Cuyahoga River Gorge Reservation—Pipe Plan National Park Service 
and Akron Park 
District 

1939 Project archive documents 

Gorge Steam Plant and Gorge Hydro Plant Ohio Edison Co.  1939 Project archive documents 

Cuyahoga River Gorge Reservation—Parking and Play 
Area 

Akron Park District 1946 Project archive documents 

Cuyahoga River Gorge—General Development Akron Park District 1962 Project archive documents 
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Table 1. Background Documents Provided to CH2M for Data Gap Assessment 

Document Title Prepared By Year Notes  

Boundary Survey  Metro Parks, Summit 
County 

2009 Does not include proposed 
disposal area 

General Information     

The Hidden Secret of the Cuyahoga River NEFCO—Cuyahoga 
River Gorge 

NA PowerPoint presentation   

Guidebook No. 18 Ohio Department of 
Natural Resources 

2003 Geology Field Guide to Gorge 
Metro Parks 

Proposal to US EPA GLNPO Legacy Act Program for 
Remedial Design for the Gorge Dam management of 
the Contaminated Sediments  

Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency 

2016 Presentation for various public 
forums   

Case Studies of Dam Removal and TMDLs: Process and 
Results  

Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency, 
Division of Surface 
Water 

2007 Publication—Journal of Great 
Lakes Research 

Changes in biotic and habitat indices in response to 
dam removals in Ohio 

Kenneth Kreiger and 
Bill Zawiski  

2013 Publication—Geological Society 
of America  

Gorge Sewer Separation 

Combined Sewer Overflow Racks 34 and 35 Advanced 
Facilities Plan Report 

City of Akron 2017 Draft; Incomplete Appendices  

Northside Interceptor Conveyance Basis of Design 
Report 

City of Akron 2018 Draft 

Akron Combined Sewer Overflow Program 2012 

Northside Interceptor Tunnel Advanced Facilities Plan 

City of Akron 2013 Contains geotechnical borings, 
slug testing, and slope stability 
evaluation near project limits 

City of Cuyahoga Falls utility drawings and GIS files City of Cuyahoga 
Falls 

Various GIS shape files, utility drawings 
and maps 

Soil Boring Logs 2018 and Historic Logs City of Akron Various Contains geotechnical borings 
and location map 

a Document not dated; written after final repair phase, which started in 1984. 

 

 

  



Work Segment Design Element Data Needs Data Obtained Defined Data Gap Data Gap Rationale Approach to Fill Data Gap Relevant Document Information

Geotechnical - Sediment Removal/Disposal Specific Data

Completed geotechnical site characterization and determination 
of staging and disposal area design parameters.

No soil strength input information available within project disposal site 
(Chuckery Area) boundaries. (Soil strength data is present for the high 
bridge trail related to a City of Akron sewer project; however, this 
information is located outside of study area).

Slope stability evaluation.

Foundation design parameters for stability and settlement 
(e.g., prevent geotextile bag roll).

Disposal site characterization for material reuse (e.g., 
containment berms).

Groundwater (porewater) loading evaluation within 
Chuckery area.

Existing groundwater characterization within Chuckery 
area.

Identification of borrow sources.

To understand the stability characteristics of the study area for 
purposes of construction, i.e., dewatering system and landfill 
creation.

To understand the settlement characteristics of the study area for 
purposes of construction, i.e., dewatering system and landfill 
creation.

To understand existing conditions beneath the surface strata and 
river bank slope stability characteristics (bedrock vs. soil) in the 
evaluation of site layout schemes aimed to minimize imported fill, i.e., 
creating an incised dewatering pad. 

To understand the loading capacity of groundwater (i.e., porewater) 
beneath the study area for purposes of construction of a dewatering 
system, e.g., stacking of geotextile bags and river pool drawdown 
rate.

To understand if there are any pre-existing groundwater 
contamination issues in the Chuckery area that would be unrelated to 
future sediment disposal in the area.

To understand the availability of sources of material necessary for 
construction of the liner and cover for the disposal cell in the 
Chuckery area.

Drill geotechnical borings and collect representative soil samples for 
geotechnical laboratory testing. Testing to include  strength, 
consolidation, and index properties.

Drill geotechnical borings and collect representative soil samples for 
geotechnical laboratory testing. Testing to include strength, 
consolidation, and index properties.

Drill geotechnical borings and collect representative soil samples for 
geotechnical laboratory testing. Testing to include strength and index 
properties.

Drill geotechnical borings and collect representative soil samples for 
geotechnical laboratory testing. Testing to include consolidation and 
index properties.

Install monitoring wells and collect depth to water, collect chemical 
field parameters (including pH, turbidity, redox, temperature, etc.), 
and collect groundwater samples for testing based on a combination 
of what was tested in feasibility study and with input from the 
stakeholders.

Perform desktop study of potential borrow sources.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Akron CSO Program 2012 and Northside Interceptor Tunnel AFP 
(City of Akron 2013)

Geotechnical - Dam Removal/Disposal-Specific Data

Completed geotechnical data collection for dam site, access 
areas, and potentially impacted structures or areas.

Limited data exists for the dam and surrounding infrastructure. Additional targeted geotechnical data collection needed to 
support dam removal design, including the approach 
outlined in the feasibility study, including data to address 
concerns specific to the selected Contractor's design-build 
approach, access and staging requirements, and 
temporary works, and support assessment and mitigation 
of hazards to potentially impacted structures or areas 
around the perimeter of the impoundment.

To support evaluations of dam and riverbank stability at various 
stages in the removal process and to support design of access routes, 
cofferdams, and other temporary works. Structures or areas within 
the impoundment which are judged to be impacted by the removal 
may require geotechnical investigations to support design of 
stabilization measures.

Drill geotechnical borings and collect representative soil samples for 
geotechnical laboratory testing to include testing for strength and 
index properties.

Drill geotechnical borings into top of rock to evaluate bedorck 
characteristics and competency.

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Gorge Sewer Separation Report and Appendixes

Akron CSO Program 2012 and Northside Interceptor Tunnel AFP 
(City of Akron 2013)

Northside Conveyance Report

1981 Gorge Plant Dam Rehabilitation Drawings

Infiltration

Completed and validated groundwater assessment and 
permeability evaluation of soils in the area of dredge material 
dewatering and disposal. 

No groundwater or permeability data is available. Groundwater conditions and soil permeability within the 
proposed Chuckery Area disposal site.

To determine if a containment system (e.g., liner) is necessary to 
prevent weep water from dewatering operations from infiltrating 
into the groundwater.

During installation of monitoring wells described above, undistrubed 
soil samples for permeability testing will be collected.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Hydrologic Setting

Defined flood frequency for Cuyahoga River flows for sediment 
and dam removal construction season.

Limited data from 2018 Arcadis study; additional extrapolation for project 
construction interval and phases is recommended.

Flood frequency curves for a range of flows and assessed 
for the construction period. 

To understand the nature of river flows that are expected to occur 
during the construction period. Needed for planning of in-water 
work, designing cofferdams, and managing risk posed by natural 
systems. 

Review historical river gage data and develop flood frequency curves. Gorge Dam Removal Hydraulic Evaluation (Arcadis 2019)

Permitting


Current project site limit surveys with defined federal, state and 
local (i.e., City and County) permitting requirements, e.g., flood 
zones (e.g., 100- and 500-year), Dept. of Water Resources, dam 
safety office, local utility setback requirements, mapped cultural 
resource (SHPO), wetland limits and requirements (FEMA), 
ecological restrictions and/or limitations (e.g., in water work 
windows), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, and landowner permissions.

Outdated surveys. No information concerning defined permits required for 
design and/or implementation of removal actions. No construction 
permitting evaluation completed for the project site limits.

Defined permitting requirements for design and 
implementation of sediment and/or dam removal actions.

To understand permitting triggers and/or requirements in 
development of means and methods for dredge material removal, 
dam deconstruction, material transport, and disposal in an 
unregulated landfill. 

Collection of necessary data and assemble documentation needed to 
satisfy permits. Potential permits are listed for considerations, others 
may exist.

Identify list of permits needed and those being acquired by others 
(i.e., stakeholders).

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Boundary Survey  (Metro Parks, Summit County 2009)

Map of Gorge Property - N.O.P&L Co. (Akron Park District 1930)

Gorge Steam Plant and Gorge Hydro Plant (Ohio Edison Co. 
1939) 

Akron CSO Program 2012 and Northside Interceptor Tunnel AFP 
(City of Akron 2013)

Boundary Survey


Current boundary survey with defined project site limits. Outdated boundary survey. No information concerning defined project site 
limits made available.

Project site area calculations for storm water 
retention/treatment/dewatering and equipment laydown. 

To understand land area boundaries and features in development of 
study area for purposes of construction, i.e., dewatering system and 
landfill creation.

Obtain project site boundary survey and topographic basemap 
performed by license surveyor.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Boundary Survey (Metro Parks, Summit County 2009)

Preliminary Engineering and Planning

Table 2. Data Gap Assessment - Selected Remedy
Data Gaps Assessment 
Cuyahoga River Gorge Dam Great Lakes Legacy Act Project, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
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Work Segment Design Element Data Needs Data Obtained Defined Data Gap Data Gap Rationale Approach to Fill Data Gap Relevant Document Information

Table 2. Data Gap Assessment - Selected Remedy
Data Gaps Assessment 
Cuyahoga River Gorge Dam Great Lakes Legacy Act Project, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Sediment Removal
Characterization and Obstructions

Complete sediment impact characterization.

Current river bottom/dam pool depositional profile.

Current underwater obstructions evaluation.

Sediment characterization completed.
 
Outdated sediment profile.

No current underwater obstructions information available.

No data gap defined.

Multi-beam bathymetry (e.g., LiDAR).

Debris side-scan sonar.

To understand the sediment thickness, underwater 
debris/obstructions, bedrock shelf/undercuts, and shoreline 
characteristics in the development of a defined (accurate volume) 
dredge template that applies the best means and methods approach 
for efficient sediment removal. 

Obtain bathymetry survey and side-scan sonar. TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Images of America, High Bridge Glens of Cuyahoga Falls (Mary 
L. McClure 2012)

Dredging Piping Route Evaluation


Defined piping route in feasibility study.

Dredge material pumping distance calculations.

No detailed piping route evaluation completed.

No material pumping calculations completed.

Pipe route mapping. 

Material transport calculations.

To understand the defined shoreline and upland land for the 
development of an efficient dredge material transport route to apply 
the best means and methods approach for efficient dredge material 
transport. 

Pipe route mapping obtained as part of topographic basemap above. TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Boundary Survey (Metro Parks, Summit County 2009)

Map of Gorge Property - N.O.P&L Co. (Akron Park District 1930)

Gorge Steam Plant and Gorge Hydro Plant (Ohio Edison Co. 
1939) 

Dewatering Bench-scale Testing


Validated and current treatability analysis with polymer selection 
and recommendations.

No treatability analysis completed. Elutriate, treatability, and stabilization analysis. To understand the physical and chemical characteristics of the 
dredge material for the purpose of applying efficient means and 
methods for dewatering, treatment, and disposal.

Perform bench scale testing which will include collection of bulk 
sediment samples in evaluation of dredge material dewatering 
alternatives and effluent treatment.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Effluent Water Treatment

Defined permitting discharge limits based on federal and state 
criteria per evaluated discharge point.

No effluent permitting evaluation completed. Treatment limits and discharge location determination. To understand federal and state permitting triggers for effluent 
treatment (e.g., mercury and total suspended solids) and discharge 
points (e.g., river or publicly owned treatment works).

Evaluate as part of bench scale testing. TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Dam Structure and Appurtenances to be Removed

Preliminary evaluation of pre-dam conditions.

Full set of the dam as-built drawings.

Completed timeline and details of dam construction and 
modifications.
Completion of dam outlet works and details.

Collection of micro-hydro unit records.

Collection of Chuckery pipeline records.

Limited photos of pre-dam conditions, original dam construction, and 
limited pre-dam topography.

Drawings from 1911, white paper on life extension of the Gorge Plant Dam, 
white paper on conversion of amburson type dam to gravity structure, 
1981 construction drawings for rehabilitation of Gorge Plant Dam, various 
historical maps and surveys.

No timeline of dam construction and/or modifications as been prepared.

It is unknown if this work has been completed; some data showing the 
configuration of the penstock is shown in the 1911 and 1981 drawings.

No information is available.

No information is available.

Limited information has been obtained. Continued 
collection of historical data on the dam design, 
construction, modifications, and maintenance is 
recommended. Status of dam outlet works and the micro-
hydro retrofit are needed. 

To understand the physical characteristics of the dam and 
appurtenances for development and refinement of removal means 
and methods. Examples: estimated concrete properties and volumes; 
rebar anchor details; potential for use of existing outlet works for 
partial lowering of reservoir; expected subgrade (bedrock) conditions 
beneath dam; etc. Construction photos and records are often 
invaluable for understanding conditions which are not directly 
observable.

Perform field inspections of the dam and appurtances and collect 
measurement details of structure.

Miscellaneous historical photos

1911 Gorge Dam Plans

1981 Gorge Plant Dam Rehabilitation

White paper: "Life Extension of the Gorge Dam"

White paper: "Conversion of a Concrete Slab and Buttress Dam 
to a Gravity Dam"

Miscellaneous maps and surveys

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Structures and Areas Potentially Impacted by Dam Removal

Comprehensive screening of potentially impacted structures and 
areas, i.e., Front Street Bridge foundation details; water and 
sewer infrastructure; existing storm water structures; riverbank 
slope stability, landslide hazard and rockfall hazard; former 
powerhouse site and sheet pile bulkhead; MetroParks floating 
dock; left bank electrical transmission towers; and other 
MetroParks infrastructure and amenities structures.

Limited information available. Some geotechnical data may be available to 
support evaluations of certain structures. 

Comprehensive screening of potentially impacted 
structures and areas is needed. Plausibly, this could 
include a review of GIS infrastructure data, field 
reconnaissance, and review of each adjacent parcel. 
Several examples are listed.

Review structures and specific areas adjacent to and within the 
impoundment which could be impacted by the dam removal. Each 
structure should be subject to a screening evaluation to assess 
impacts of removal and to confirm overall project scope. Depending 
on complexity, some issues may need to be assessed and stabilized 
prior to dam removal or even dredging. Example 1: Lowering of 
impoundment will increase river velocities and increased scour 
potential--confirm Front Street Bridge piers. Example 2: Lowering of 
impoundment has potential to induce rapid-drawdown stresses on 
riverbank slopes, confirm locations of critical areas for which 
drawdown parameters must be defined to maintain stability. 
Example 3: Lowering of impoundment could reduce yields in adjacent 
wells. Example 4: Former powerhouse site and retaining wall could 
be destabilized by drawdown and river scour. 

Perform field reconnaissances of all structures and adjacent areas 
that may be impacted to collect structural detail information. 
Depending on available information for each structure, and the risk 
associated with impacts to the structures, additional geotechnical, 
structural, and/or hydraulic evaluations may be needed to assess the 
vulnerability of these structures during and following dam removal.

Site visit to Front Street Bridge, Floating Dock, Former 
Powerplant Site, High Bridge Trail; no formal assessment of 
these structures.

Dam Removal Design and Construction

Sediment Removal Design
and Construction
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Work Segment Design Element Data Needs Data Obtained Defined Data Gap Data Gap Rationale Approach to Fill Data Gap Relevant Document Information

Table 2. Data Gap Assessment - Selected Remedy
Data Gaps Assessment 
Cuyahoga River Gorge Dam Great Lakes Legacy Act Project, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Topographic Data

Completion of up-to-date 1-foot topography survey of dam site; 
topography survey of access and staging areas; and topography 
survey of other potentially impacted structure sites and areas.

No recent topographic survey is available. Updated topography is needed. Consider ground based 
survey of impoundment and use of LIDAR survey before 
leaf-out for dam structure and abutments. Other surveys 
of potentially impacted sits as appropriate.

Accurate topographic data needed to define site conditions at the 
dam removal site, including physical structure removal, defining 
access and staging, and assessing ability to pass flows around the 
dam during deconstruction. Topographic survey in this context also 
intended to imply structure survey and confirmation of the locations 
of outlet works. Structures or areas within the impoundment which 
are judged to be impacted by the removal may require similar surveys 
to support structure stabilization design.

Obtain project site boundary survey and topographic basemap 
performed by license surveyor.

Not available.

Bathymetric Data

Full bathymetric survey complete post-sediment removal of dam 
area, and potentially impacted structures.

Bathymetric survey not available; post-sediment-removal bathymetric 
survey recommended.

Bathymetric survey needed post-sediment removal. 
Bathymetry or river cross sections downstream of dam. 
Other bathymetric survey data may be needed for 
structures or areas that may be impacted by the removal.

Bathymetric survey data is needed upstream of the dam following 
sediment removal to define conditions. This information is used for 
removal planning, access evaluations, cofferdam design, etc. 
Structures or areas within the impoundment which are judged to be 
impacted by the removal may also require this data to support design 
of stabilization measures.

Obtain bathymetry survey. Not available.

Geologic Setting

Full characterization of geologic setting for the dam site and 
potentially impacted structures and areas.

Site generally well characterized by the literature and previous 
geotechnical investigations. Additional site specific mapping may be 
advisable based on project approach.

Site-specific geologic mapping at the dam site and 
confirmation that observed conditions are in agreement 
with existing mapping by others.

Understanding of geologic setting is needed at the dam site to 
establish expectations for topography beneath the impoundment, 
the nature of bedrock materials, and unconsolidated deposits. 
Structures or areas within the impoundment which are judged to be 
impacted by the removal will likely require similar understanding. 

Perform geologic mapping at the dam site using existing outcrops. OGS_2003-GB-18 Pennsylvanian Sharon Formation, past and 
present: Sedimentology, Hydrogeology, and Historical and 
Environmental Significance

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

1981 Drawings

Residual (Post-Dredging) Sediment and Debris Removal

Determination to the potential for residual sediments to flush 
naturally and further removal of debris and undesirable objects.

No information available, as data to be collected during and following 
dredging.

Developed plan for post-sediment-removal bathymetry 
and debris survey to be included in the Contract 
Documents. Plan shall be developed to support 
assessment of conditions and development of criteria and 
plan for removal. 

Given the topography visible upstream of the dam and historic 
photos, it is possible that some sediment and debris which is not fully 
removed by the dredging will remain. Additionally, submerged debris 
which has accumulated over the reservoir's life will be exposed in the 
impoundment. Given the constraints within the Gorge, the need for 
removal of these objects and materials, should they exist, should be 
considered. At this time, it is assumed that small quantities of 
isolated sediment can be allowed to flush naturally.

This will be addressed by Dam Demolition Contractor in the execution 
of the work to remove any sediment/debris not removed during 
hydraulic dredging activity.

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Construction Staging and Access

Identification of staging areas; access routes to support dam 
removal; access for barge deployment and mooring; access and 
staging for potentially impacted structures and areas.

No evaluation completed in the identification of construction staging areas 
or access routes. 

Review nearby sites and access routes in the project 
vicinity and designate for Contractor's use. 

Staging and access areas are needed to support the construction 
effort. Suitable locations should be identified ahead of time, as 
appropriate, and designated for Contractor's use. This also includes 
items such as barge deployment, materials staging for coffer 
damming and dam rubble for recycling or disposal.

Coordinate with Stakeholders in identifying possible staging/laydown 
areas and include them in topographic survey task.

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Post-Removal and Site Restoration

Determined restoration objectives, including defined stakeholder 
role and involvement, e.g., Metroparks.

Reservoir bottom cleanup and salvage.

Site grading, soil stabilization, and revegetation.

Monitoring objectives, frequency and maintenance practices. 

No post-removal or site restoration information available. Post-removal and site restoration determinations. To understand post-removal and site restoration methods to monitor 
and control proper stability and recovery.

Hold coordiantion meeting(s) with Stakeholders during concept 
design development to identify post-remediation/dam removal site 
restoration plan.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination 
of The Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant 
Concentrations in Sediments Within the Cuyahoga River Project 
Area (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 
2015)

Dam Removal Design and Construction 
(continued)
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Selected Remedy Alternative Design Element Data Requirements Data Obtained Defined Data Gap Data Gap Rationale Approach to Fill Data Gap Relevant Document Review

Pool Lowering Evaluation (Alternative)

Completed bypass pumping feasibility study. No detailed bypass calculations or feasibility study 
completed.

Pumping determination. To understand the feasibility in a bypass pumping system to lower 
the pool to allow for an efficient means and methods dredging 
approach. 

Perform feasibility study, including calculations and preliminary 
design in demostration of approach.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination of The 
Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments 
Within the Cuyahoga River Project Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 2015)

Boundary Survey (Metro Parks, Summit County 2009)

Map of Gorge Property - N.O.P&L Co. (Akron Park District 1930)

Gorge Steam Plant and Gorge Hydro Plant (Ohio Edison Co. 1939) 

Pneumatic Flow Tube Mixing Dewatering Method

Validated and current treatability analysis with polymer 
selection and recommendations. 

No treatability analysis completed. Treatability and stabilization analysis. To understand the physical and chemical characteristics of the 
dredge material for the purpose of applying efficient means and 
methods for dewatering, treatment, and disposal.

Perform bench scale testing. Analytical testing to include leaching, 
strength and polymer/additive index properties.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination of The 
Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments 
Within the Cuyahoga River Project Area (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 2015)

Disposal Area Risk Evaluation


Defined human health and/or ecological risk determination 
developed.

No human health or ecological risk evaluation completed 
based on future end land use. 

Human health and ecological risk evaluation 
for the project site/disposal limits.

To understand human health (i.e., recreational) and ecological risk 
exposure to dredge material in the determination end land use 
requirements or restrictions.

Perform human health and ecological risk evaluation for  exposure 
for dredge material placement in disposal area in determination of 
liner/cover requirements.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination of The 
Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments 
Within the Cuyahoga River Project Area (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam (Tetra Tech 2015)

Beneficial Reuse

Defined leachability and material use evaluation, including 
human health and/or ecological risk determination.

No leachability, human health, or ecological risk evaluation 
completed on potential beneficial use of dredge material. 

No beneficial use determinations completed 
for dredge material within or outside project 
site limits.

Further understand potential use of dredge material for offsite use, 
e.g., fill material.

Work with stakeholders to understand final land use. 

Perform bench scale testing. Analytical testing to include leaching, 
strength and polymer/additive index properties.

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination of The 
Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments 
Within the Cuyahoga River Project Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 2015)

Future Land Use Evaluation


Completed feasibility study in the determination of future end 
land use.

Defined restoration requirements based on future end land use.

No future land use evaluation completed for the project site 
limits.

No restoration plan as been developed.

End use determination for the project site 
limits.

Restoration requirements.

To understand final land use and land use restoration requirements 
of dredge material disposal area, i.e., Chuckery Area, for 
development of concise final use design.  

Work with stakeholders to understand needs and requrements for 
final land use. 

TASK 2: Final Phase 1 and 2 Summary Report for Determination of The 
Nature and Extent of Potential Contaminant Concentrations in Sediments 
Within the Cuyahoga River Project Area  (Battelle 2012)

Feasibility Study for the Removal of the Gorge Dam  (Tetra Tech 2015)

Sediment Removal Design
and Construction

Table 3. Data Gap Assessment - Alternative Considerations/Value-Added Elements
Data Gaps Assessment 
Cuyahoga River Gorge Dam Great Lakes Legacy Act Project, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
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